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Super-sized sudoku equals super-sized fun! Each 8x10 page features just one puzzle, and each

puzzle features large numbers and ample space for writing in the possibilities. This is literally the

next BIG thing in sudoku!
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This book is large and easy to use on a sight assist machine. It opens flat to lay on the table. It is

large and beautifully put together but....there are no easy puzzles! One star is very difficult. I need

an easy to medium book for a sight impaired person who is learning suduko.

The book was in large print and I love it. The spiral bound books last longer because you don't have

to fold the pages back. The answers are in the back in case you get stuck. It arrived in a timely

fashion. I was very pleased and ill continue to purchase from .com. I bought this book for a friend

and he loves it because he use to do the ones out of the newspaper. The puzzles are rated with one

to three stars with three being the hardest. I never was interested before because I couldn't figure

out the strategy, but once he showed me how to do it I am now hooked. I am going to order one for

myself. You will definitely be pleased with this book.Justice4juveniles

I love this book! The spiral binding and cardboard covers were great, especially since I like to do my

puzzles in bed at the end of the day. The larger print is nice for older eyes but even better is the

empty squares are large enough for figuring that can be easily read and the pages are of good

quality that can be erased easily and cleanly without damaging the page. The one-star puzzles were



fairly easy for me to solve being a rather new solver. The progression through the different levels

allowed me to become more proficient with the harder levels...okay...I did fudge a titch in checking

to see if I'd made the right choice in really difficult situations, BUT if it weren't I didn't put in the right

one but when to other parts of the puzzle. I felt great satisfaction in having to fudge less and less as

I worked my way through the book. I also liked being able to tear the pages out as I solved their

puzzle. All of the book's good qualities coupled with 's pricing makes it a perfect purchase.

The one star puzzles were more like 3 stars puzzles from the newspapers. They really made you

think. Just starting the 3 star section and I can tell you this they are very difficult to complete. I don't

recommend trying to solve these while drinking.

This series of books is terrific. The print box is large; the puzzles last for a good long time in three

different measures of challenging. The binding allows folding back when working, which is so

endearing after the usual so-called perfect bindings. I haven't found anything better in years of

Sudoku. I finish all the puzzles in the book, and just before I do, I order another. I still get the biggest

kick out of the way the numbers work together--and with my intuition--to create the answers in all

directions. I hope Blindbauer comes out with several more. They make super gifts as well!

Disappointed in this Sudoku book. I was enthused about the large print; so I really like the format.

However, this book is not arranged with a thought to the puzzles get progressively harder as I'vd

found with many other sudoku books.. I've finished 98 puzzles out of a total of 225 and surprisingly,

some extremely hard puzzles are interspersed between medium and easy puzzles. I don't feel I am

learning and getting any better as I have progressed with other sudoku books. It leaves me with a

very unsatisfied feeling. I don't recommend this book.

My husband and I fight over sudoku books, so I got this. Even the one star (easy) ones are quite

tricky. We were used to knocking out easy ones in about 10-15 mins... these ones are taking us a

bit longer, but are more satisfying when we eventually crack them!

To begin with, I had ordered a large print sudoku book because I can't see very well, and the larger

print helps a lot. The spiral binding appealed to me because I could lay the book flat, or fold it over

for better ease of access of the left pages (I am right handed, and the spiral binding got in the way).

What I got was nothing short of mediocre. First of all, the book says it comes with easy, medium,



and hard puzzles. Awesome, or so I thought! The easy puzzles are actually hard puzzles, and what

is supposed to be the medium puzzles appear to be easy puzzles. Some of the "one-star" or "Easy"

puzzles are completely insolveable without looking at the answers in the back of the book!

Secondly, The binding was awful. Instead of a simple spiral binding, they felt the need to extend the

binding past the edges of the spirals and connect it like the spine of a book. It was hard to work with,

and I couldn't even lay the book flat until I finally gave up and just ripped the extra, useless binding

off. Now it sits flat, and I can use it - except for the crappy puzzles. I will not be purchasing from

them again,
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